
 Prior to use please read all instructions

 Suitable for most ‘A’ framed wheeled 
walkers; consult the manufacturer’s 
manual to confirm suitability

 Do not use with oxygen cylinders 
larger than 125 mm in diameter 
(maximum ‘C’ size)

 Suitable for all BetterLiving Wheeled  
Walker models excluding the Tri-
Wheel and Shopper

To attach the carrier

Remove the wire shopping basket (if applicable)  
and slightly fold the wheeled walker. 

Vinyl bags do not need to be removed.

Position the oxygen bottle carrier with the open end facing 
your preferred side. 

Hook the carrier onto the crossbars 
underneath the seat; 2 hooks over rear 
bar followed by 2 hooks over front bar. 

Unfold the wheeled walker and check 
oxygen bottle carrier is secure before  
closing the seat.

Note, hooks may not sit flush 
against the crossbar; this 
is acceptable as long as 
carrier is secure and 
firmly attached to the 
wheeled walker. 

If intending to use the seat function; 
we recommend that 
the wire basket is not 
reinserted while the 
oxygen bottle carrier is 
attached (to ensure full closure of the seat).

To install the oxygen bottle

Unscrew the locking pin at the top of the carrier until the 
rubber stopper is flush with the edge (do not remove 
completely).

Designed to fit under the seat of 
most ‘A’ frame wheeled walkers, 
the oxygen bottle carrier suits an 
oxygen cylinder up to 125 mm in 
diameter (‘C’ size). Carrier is angled 
slightly for optimal oxygen supply 
and to prevent the oxygen bottle 
from sliding out. 

Slide the oxygen cylinder into the open end of the carrier, valve 
end first (so valve is positioned against the closed end of the 
carrier). Tighten the locking pin until the rubber stopper sits 
firmly against the oxygen bottle to secure.

Check the bottle is secure and fully inserted before use.  
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Care & cleaning

To clean the carrier, wipe with a clean damp cloth and dry 
thoroughly. 

Avoid using abrasive cleaning agents or utensils (such as a wire 
brush) as these may damage the anodised/painted finish, or 
plastic and rubber components.

Warranty

Novis Healthcare Pty Ltd warrants this product for a period 
of 12 months. Please refer to our Warranty Statement for 
full details. Please contact your authorised dealer or the 
manufacturer for a list of available spare parts.

Specifications

CODE BL1430 

LENGTH 370 mm

HEIGHT 420 mm

WEIGHT 1.2 kg

CONFORMS TO 

ARTG 229461

AS EN 12182-2002  
Technical Aids for Disabled Persons

WARRANTY One year

Made in China
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